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In Principles of Style, Sarah Andrews presents her unique take on teaching design, drawing on
her experience of working in the industry and as a teacher in her school, which has reached
cult status around the world.Importantly, Principles of Style aims to be a timeless learning tool
for readers, no matter their own personal style, with Sarah revealing many of the ideas, tips
and skills she has accumulated along the way. She does this by examining some of her key
projects and favourite rooms, as well as by focusing on her ten rules of styling, formulated both
through hands-on experience and studies in the science of design. Sarah believes that
everyone has the ability to create interiors that are right for them; in this inspiring and eminently
practical book, she aims to demonstrate just how to do so.
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Join our mailing list to get updates on
new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon & Schuster.Already a
subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what
you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.

Dearest Reader, this book was written for you. May it guide the inner beauty you carry to your
world around.

INTRODUCTIONDear Reader, how wonderful it is to be able to distil my life, teachings and
experiences down into this book. May it inspire and guide you to create beautiful work around
you that reflects who you are, as my school has done for so many others around the world.My
approach to design and styling has been shaped both by my education in the sciences and
design, but also by my life, which has been – so far – thankfully, a big one. I started off my
professional life after a childhood in remote Western Australia riding bareback on horses,
swimming in azure blue seas surrounded by books and maps and encyclopedias, dreaming of
all the faraway places I might visit one day as, unsurprisingly, a spatial scientist. A scientist of
space and location and understanding and explaining how the world works.I loved my
profession – there was something really exciting about using the logical side of my brain to
make sense of the world – but eventually I needed something more than that. A good friend
once said to me, ‘You should be doing for a living what you love to do in your spare time.’ In my
case, she was only partly right – I actually wanted to find a way of bringing together all the
things I was interested in. Design and aesthetics has always been such a love of mine, which I
know anyone reading this can relate to, so I went back to university in my later years to study it.
It didn’t take me long to realise that design was science – everything I was learning was
familiar to me, and not a million miles from my spatial sciences studies. Design is so often
viewed as purely creative – a bit mysterious, and relying totally on inspiration. But to me,
design has structure and patterns, and follows rules. I believe it’s something that anyone can
learn; you don’t need to have a ‘naturally good eye’ to make something beautiful.After I finished
my design degree, I had my own little design and marketing studio for a few years, and it was
here that I started to study and dabble in interiors, houses, renovations and styling – an arm of
my business and life that was truly for the love of it, and would become the greatest love of my
life. I tried out many of my ideas at a rundown little shack I’d bought on the west coast of
Tasmania which, even though frustratingly difficult to get to, went on to become one of the most
successful and iconic Airbnbs on the planet, in a part of the world where I was told that it
couldn’t be done.Emails started to trickle in from people wanting me to help them do what I
had done, and I started consulting. The trickle turned into a deluge, and that’s when my
scientist’s brain kicked in again. I realised that for everyone who was hiring me, I was
essentially taking them through the same process again and again, partly around storytelling
and partly around some of those rules of styling I had devised. And so I created a system that
could be modified and adapted, unendingly, always producing rare and unique results.My
clients were so interested in my work and process that I developed the information into a
masterclass. This brought so much success to the students who dived into it that I then set up
an online school that now teaches people around the world.This book gives a small part of my
teachings to you, part art, part science – ten simple rules to guide you to create your own



spaces that are uniquely yours and authentically beautiful.My greatest joy is the fact that some
of the spaces I’m going to show you are the homes of my students, with my teachings applied
to them. It is a pleasure to feature them alongside my work and the work of so many I
admire.The power is yours to create a space that is beautiful to be in and is well and truly
yours. As far as I’m concerned, what’s beautiful is what’s natural, and what’s natural is what’s
real. If you can get to the heart of what’s real for you – the truth of your story – that is unbridled,
undeniable beauty. I’d really love to see what you come up with. Reach out to me and share the
work you create from this book; it would bring me boundless joy to see the magic you make
and know your story too.I’ve made a map to get you from where you are to where you want to
be, leaving plenty of room for mischief and magic. Magic, after all, is just science unexplained.

PART ONE 10 Rules of StylingAnyone can create their own beautiful spaces – it’s a skill we
can all learn. I now know this from teaching thousands of students the world over, some of
whom started out terrified and paralysed with self doubt. I’m excited to be able to share a small
part of my teachings with you – ten rules of styling that can help you build a more, sensitive
world around you that suits the way you’d like to live. One that’s completely your own.

DUNMORE FARM, MOLYULLAH, AUSTRALIAImperfection makes us feel human. Gentle
movement, and elements that are twisted, folded and frayed, make us feel at home. I love the
knots in the fabric, the rounded table legs, the old books and windswept branches against the
timber boards. Imagine a plain white wall with a roller blind – it wouldn’t look nearly as beautiful.

Rule One CURVES SPEAK OF LIFEIn the natural world around us, you’ll see lots of curves –
the outer trunk of a tree, birds’ eggs and feathers, clouds and waves. There are straight lines,
too, but they’re definitely outnumbered by curves.If you look at the rule in terms of design on a
more general level, someone who really understood the power of curves, and the way they can
work with straight lines, was the industrial designer Raymond Loewy. He managed to make
even the most mundane object beautiful, but he’s probably best known for his designs for cars,
trains, planes and even spacecraft – all sleek and streamlined, but amazingly curvaceous as
well.Somewhere along the line, decoration, age, signs of wear and the curved form started to
get downplayed in many modern houses, and lines and angles began to be the hero. I have a
bit of a theory that lines and angles are cheaper to build, and hence they became the norm. I
bought the house I live in now for three reasons. The first is that it sits on the edge of the sea –
sheltered in a way that the calm water tends to bring me peace. The second is that there’s so
much natural forest around it that I could always wonder at, with its changing forms and colours
in different seasons and light. The third, because not a single wall here has a corner; all the
bricks are laid so the rooms are rounded, and each doorway, big and small, is an arch.Curves,
in the natural world and in the spaces around us, make us feel human, comfortable, safe. They
don’t need to be a part of your space to begin with to have this effect on you: you can introduce
them, and you’ll be surprised how welcoming it will start to feel – circular rugs, round lights and
coffee tables. Much more subtle curves help even more – the rounded arm of an old chair, the
slightly curved spine of second-hand hardback books, a folded blanket. And of course, natural
objects themselves, such as branches, dried grasses, pebbles and whatever else you can find.
Proportion doesn’t come into it – just because you have an enormous rectangular window
doesn’t mean you have to match that equally with curves. Try to balance the ratio of curves to
straight in your home for a harmonious feeling.EXPERIMENT 1:An object, no matter how
humble, takes on a level of grandeur when it’s standing on a column. Even a small pile of



books starts to look special when it’s elevated and given a certain status on this square
column.EXPERIMENT 2:Let’s see if we can improve things with a round column. I far prefer
this look – for me, the curve brings a sense of grace, whereas there’s a rigidity to the square
column. Both options are beautiful, and both have their place; it’s all a matter of
taste.LOCANDA DEL LOGGIATO, BAGNO VIGNONI, ITALYDating back to 1300, this locanda
is so welcoming. It’s partly the curves in the furniture, but you can also see the hands over time
in the plasterwork and hand-hewn timber.In the kitchen, a simple arch and a round table brings
a storybook elegance to the room. There’s nothing pretentious about anything here – it’s all so
honest and authentic.CHÂTEAU DE DIRAC, DIRAC, FRANCEThis space is not intimidating at
all. Although it’s grand, it’s brought down to such a human and comfortable level through the
addition of curves – in the plants, the inexpensive wicker baskets, straw brooms and the
surprising mix of unmatched chairs. The owners have done such a beautiful fit-out with really
simple, humble, natural materials.DUNMORE FARM, MOLYULLAH, AUSTRALIAUnlike those
in the Northern Hemisphere, Australian farmhouses were often constructed quickly for
utilitarian purposes rather than forever. The owners of Dunmore Farm have done such a
beautiful job of adding imperfection, shape and life to a bedroom in the unpretentious house
through the curve of the curtains, the sweep of branches by the bedside and the ceiling
light.DUNMORE FARM, MOLYULLAH, AUSTRALIAIf you try to work out why this house looks
so inviting and comfortable, it’s often in the subtle details, such as the lovely old skirting board
against the timber weatherboard walls.It’s obvious that the owners of this house have put it
together so carefully and lovingly, and they’re using pieces that have meaning for them and that
tell of their story.
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